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Tutorial
Stitches and colours

Use splitstitch, chainstitch and stem-
stitch. The stitches are explained on 
page 4.

The wing and the dots on the belly are 
coloured with metallic silver acrylic 
colour. The colour should not be too 
fluid or compact, a „joghurtconsis-
tence“ is ideal.

I used glow in the dark thread. It is not 
easy to handle, the ends often unra-
vel.

Tip for constriving into the needles 
eye: take a tiny bit of tape and stick it 
at the end of the thread. Now its easy 
to constrive through the eye.

If you are more an embroidery begin-
ner, use normal white cotton thread 
instead.
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Artwork
H 17,5 x B 12 cm framesize

Set the printer to „real size“ or set the 
scaling to 100%. 

Print for other framesizes:
Mathematical formula to adapt the 
scaling for other framesizes
100 : 17,5 x framesize = X %

Example for framesize 20 cm:
100 : 17,5 x 20cm = 114 % 
Configure the printer scaling to 114 % 
if you framesize is 20 cm.

If you use a smaller framesize and 
print of the motive, please reduce the 
number of strands accordingly!

For this filigran seahorse i recommend 
no smaller Framesize! 
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Chainstitch

Stitch the needle near the first stitch in and 
let a little loop left. Then come up at position 
3 and stitch in at  pos. 4 nearby. Fix the loop 
with that small stitch and bring it in form.

Split stitch

Move the needle bottom up through the fabric 
in same distance like the stitch before.
From up you stitch directly in the strand of the 
stich before and split it with the needle. 

Stem stitch

Move the needle bottom up through the fabric 
in same distance like the stitch before. Then 
put the needle to the hole at the end of the 
last stitch.

How to do the stitches
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